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Please include all comments for the authors in this box rather than uploading your report as an attachment. Please only upload as attachments annotated versions of manuscripts, graphs, supporting materials or other aspects of your report which cannot be included in a text format. Please overwrite this text when adding your comments to the authors.

Very informative results and commending the comprehensiveness of the study.

1. Grammar, sentence construction and spelling should be improved/checked in the entire manuscript

2. why was the romanian study on mutations specified in the introduction? why not other asian population or other studies from indian ethnic groups?

3. in the methodology, when you say suspected, what were the inclusion criteria? just one manifestation like thrombocytopenia is already eligible for the study? please specifically enumerate your inclusion criteria- ie whether they will still be included even after a negative enzyme or other biochemical assays? or are they included even with normal assyas but with gaucher cells in the bone marrow? because you have patients whom you said had normal beta glucosidase activities

4. you should place the ages and male female ratio not in the methods but in the results.

5. in the results you said moderate splenomegaly, how would you define that? what is mild and severe splenomegaly then?

6. in the molecular analysis, sorry for my ignorance but is there a specific change for the complex C mutation? if yes, what is it?

7. in the discussion how were you able to classify that there 77 type 1, 12 type 2, etc. was it based on clinical manifestations or mutations or both?

8. in the discussion you said that there was a low prevalence of bone diseases in the patients investigated. how low? because this was one of your clinical inclusion criteria -WITH or
Without bone abnormality. so what were the predominant mutations you saw in those with bone abnormality if its not 84GG?

9. you mentioned about modifier genes in the discussion re Leu483Pro manifesting as type 1. have there been any studies before that elucidated these modifier genes for this mutation in relation to the diversity of the clinical manifestations? because it has always been thought as a severe mutations. if studies are existing maybe you should include that in your discussion
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